
New update of Bloomberg Law MARC records                   
 
September 8, 2016 
 
Dear Colleagues, 
 
We have just posted an update of new MARC records for Bloomberg Law. The records are 
available free of charge on Bloomberg BNA’s Law School Professional Information Center 
website, located at www.bna.com/lawschool.  
 
NEW MARC RECORDS:  
 
James Publishing: 
 
-Bankruptcy courts & procedures, OCLC *915637781 
-Building trial notebooks, OCLC *895196942 
-California causes of action, OCLC *919970919 
-California drunk driving law, OCLC *919977089 
-California judge reviews, OCLC *954614962 
-California legal secretary, OCLC *919997157 
-California lien claims in workers' compensation cases, OCLC *954622443 
-California objections, OCLC *919968523 
-California pretrial practice & forms, OCLC *919998151 
-California workers' compensation law and practice, OCLC *954727098 
-Deposing & examining employment witnesses, OCLC *957167174 
-Deposition checklists and strategies, OCLC *955338842 
-Deposition objections, OCLC *895676142 
-Drafting LLC and partnership operating agreements, OCLC *955352392 
-Employment evidence, OCLC *955356503 
-Federal employment jury instructions, OCLC *895843814 
-Federal trial evidence, OCLC *896947213 
-Federal trial objections, OCLC *896950684 
-Florida causes of action, OCLC *956317847 
-Florida estate planning, OCLC *956320565 
-Florida family law & practice, OCLC *956321021 
-Florida legal secretary, OCLC *915864982 
-Forecite California, OCLC *379066954 
-Frumkes and Vertz on divorce taxation (Divorce taxation), OCLC *955349456 
-Guerrilla discovery, OCLC *956370482 
-Handling federal discovery, OCLC *920486067 
-How insurance companies settle cases, OCLC *917623783 
-How to prepare for, take, and use a deposition, OCLC *905025363 
-Illinois objections, OCLC *956780012 
-Illinois pretrial practice, OCLC *956780414 
-Is it admissible?, OCLC *956781391 
-The limited liability company, OCLC *957156249 
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-Litigating employment discrimination cases, OCLC *956882162 
-Model interrogatories, OCLC *956882990 
-New York civil practice before trial, OCLC *956884663 
-New York judge reviews and court directory, OCLC *956951030 
-New York objections: trial practice, tips, and cases, OCLC *956952757 
-New York trial notebook, OCLC *956952948 
-Preparing for trial in federal court, OCLC *956953289 
-Qualifying and attacking expert witnesses, OCLC *956988686 
-Relentless criminal cross-examination, OCLC *956997085 
-Section 1983 civil rights digest, OCLC *957002813 
-Texas criminal jury charges, OCLC *957004426 
-Texas DTPA forms & practice, OCLC *957232193 
-Texas employment law, OCLC *957122938 
-Texas estate planning, OCLC *957131068 
-Texas objections, OCLC *957131717 
-Texas pretrial practice, OCLC *957234859 
-Texas probate forms & procedures, OCLC *957132031 
-Texas small-firm practice tools, OCLC *957155537 
-Trial objections, OCLC *957161916 
 
Privacy & Data Security Practice Portfolio Series: 
 
-EU General Data Protection Regulation (Portfolio 550), OCLC *957774865 
 
Securities Practice Portfolio Series: 
 
- Introduction to Private Equity Fund Formation (Portfolio 326), OCLC *957677864 
 
 
************************* 
 
If you have any questions, please email me at MNewton@bna.com, or call me at 703-341-3308.  
 
Thank you, 
 
Matthew Newton 
Cataloger 
 
Bloomberg BNA 
 
Direct 703.341.3308 
mnewton@bna.com 
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